
THE HUMAN-FRIENDLY CRM COMPANY

CONNECTED

FRICTIONLESS

PRESCRIPTIVE

Single pane of glass for customer data, 
bringing CRM, mobile devices, calendar and 

Simple, fast and device-native user experience 
via apps, voice or chat across mobile, iPad 
and desktop.

Contextual nudges to drive the right 
behaviors. Actionable notifications to turn 
insights into outcomes.

Branded workspaces for 
your customers to 

collaborate with you

TACT PORTAL

Dr. Jones

Pharma Representative

Pharma MSL

Tests and Trials

When Stable is Not Enough

Friday, September 21

7 31
 

Dr. Miguel Morena: I have a 45-yr old male 
patient who has tested positive for COVID-19,

Conversations MoreCalendarAssistant Notifications
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Dr. Miguel Morena

Dr. Loraine Masterson

Alain Ducroix

Covid-19 Response

Dr. Miguel Morena: I have a…

Dr. Loraine Masterson: I app…

Alain Ducroix: I will send the…

Marisol Cruz: Here are the la…

Yesterday

Apr 3

Yesterday

Apr 3

A unified front-end to drive greater 
speed and discipline in your daily 

sales workflow

TACT ASSISTANT

Customer data hub for cross-
selling across multiple divisions 

or CRM orgs

TACT HUB

https://tact.ai/

Contact sales@tact.ai to schedule a demo

driven workflows that allow sellers to control their enterprise applications with natural language and work f rom 
the home, the car, or just about anywhere. At the core of our conversational AI engine are five unique features:

Adaptive Organizational Ontologies: unlike general purpose digital assistants that 
cater to a wide range of consumer interest, Tact is specialized: trained to support 
discussions tailored to the sales domain, seller persona, and enterprise terminology. 

Nonlinear Dialog Flows:
in a more dynamic way, even when the user switches topics. 

Situational Context: ensures the highest rate of accuracy by incorporating knowledge 
about the user, their preferences, and past conversation history to better understand 
and predict what they mean. 

Dynamic Narratives: allows the assistant to avoid monotonous answers by providing 
more human-sounding responses in natural language, instead of mechanical readouts 
of database fields. 

System-Initiated Conversations: like a human assistant tapping you on the shoulder, 
the digital assistant can now proactively initiate a dialog with the user to push insights 
and enable the user to take action.


